Quantum Coins - its Power of CryptoCurrency
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum Coin on the distributed blockchain as an initial coin offering (ICO) to allow supporters to contribute to the development of a purely digital ecosystem. Quantum Coin, a decentralized crypto currency designed under the management of Real World Community. Quantum Coin stands independently and can be used anywhere and anytime by QTC users.

Quantum Coin will help and assist bitcoin and ethereum in strengthening the role of new cryptocurrency to be more trusted and widely used as a secure and independent global payment instrument. Scam free experience, responsive support and amazing earning opportunities packaged in each of the products. Quantum Coin will help the businesses on the system to avoid risks of encountering fraudulent transactions and customers, while benefitting from payments financing.
Quantum Coin providing virtual experience and real time Products, a marketplace, a peer to peer exchange and virtual gaming world with high levels of security and very user friendly payment mode.

Quantum Coin will help the businesses on the system to avoid risks of encountering fraudulent transactions and customers, while benefitting from payments financing.
The focus will be on the scale, elimination of middlemen, and decentralizing legacy systems.

Quantum Coin has launched several products and services to prepare itself for this exciting event of involving the crowd in its mission. Quantum Coin plans to have significant infrastructure in place prior to the initial coin offering (ICO). The supporting infrastructure and building scalable communities and users so that the targeted ecosystem can meet expectations.
INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

Reasons to opt ICO
Quantum Coin ICO ensures people from different regions to participate and utilize funds, transactions also promote company’s products by incentives.

Quantum Coins
Quantum Coin (QTC) exchangeable on different exchanges like Binance, Bitfinex, Bittrex, HitBTC, and by other service networks.
SERVICES TO BE OFFERED

**Crypto Currencies**
Quantum Coin will be a supporter of all sort of crypto currencies including Bitcoin, Ethereum, Lite Coins etc for all sorts of payments. The customers will be able to collect, store and exchange cryptocurrencies besides keeping accounts balances.

**Payments**
Quantum Coin will offer cross border instant transactions and substantially lead to low exchange currency rates due to direct access to financial markets after getting multiple licenses. Quantum Coin card will provide an simple opportunity and facilitation to utilize funds wherever payment cards are accepted and user interface services will be available.
AIRDROP AND REWARDS

Airdrop

As per airdrop requests by members and co-owners, 1 Million coins have been allotted. The amount mentioned is liable to increase as per conversion parameters. These coins are extracted from the unsold reserves in the first step of ICO and moved for bounties. A sum of 100 QTC will be given to a member as per request, which means it is restricted as 1 airdrop to a single IP address without violation. In case of any violation, the member will face an absolute disqualification. These airdrops will be provided to the wallets after signup of new account registration.

Rewards

Few Rewards are planned on affiliate referral and social media sharing system to get 50 Coin rewards members and motivate people using the platform. Bonuses are actually the coins that are awarded randomly to members. These bonuses are different from those percentage bonuses when purchasing is made in the ICO rounds.
A **virtual world** is a computer-based simulated environment which may be populated by many users who can create a personal avatar, and simultaneously and independently explore the virtual world, participate in its activities and communicate with others. Another eye catching product is the virtual world gaming application that not only provides a global platform to facilitate but also ensures a virtual experience with real world earning. It is unique in nature because it is actually an integration of the market place and peer to peer exchange globally by gaming and members will get an opportunity to connect and communicate in the market. Virtual Simulation Application will be on Android and IOS and integration of mobile wallets with gaming application is possible. Multiple business opportunities will be created for the members with entertainment and fruitful exposures. Participants in the ICO and co-owners will get the earned fund allocated.
COIN DISTRIBUTION AND BONUS COIN

- **Airdrop**: 5 Million
  - Free Coin: 50
  - Affiliate Bonus: 25 QTC
- **Pre ICO**: 5 Million
  - Price Range: 20 Cent - 28 Cent
- **Tier 1**: 10 Million
  - Price Range: 30 Cent - 48 Cent
- **Tier 2**: 15 Million
  - Price Range: 50 Cent - 78 Cent
- **Tier 3**: 15 Million
  - Price Range: 80 Cent - 1.08 Cent

**REFERRAL COMMISSION 10%**
OUR PROCESS IS EASY

1. Fill Up Your Form
   SIGN UP, just by provide some personal information.

2. Make Payment
   Simple Deposit via Bitcoin Ethereum on Provided Address.

3. Buy Coins
   Get Tokens and Coins in Your Wallet
Roadmap to Success

- **2017, Q4**: Planning & Research
- **2018, Q1**: Development & Management
- **2018, Q2**: Launch Airdrop
- **2018, Q3**: Pre ICO
- **2018, Q4**: Wallets and ICO
- **2019, Listing**:
- **2019, Launch Products**: 
QUANTUM COIN HOLDER BENIFITS

- **TRADE**
  Earn Profit Through trading

- **MASTERNODE**
  Earn Interest on your holdings

- **SOCIAL MEDIA ADS**
  Earn Profit Through Social Media

- **MOBILE MINING**
  Earn Extra Coins by easy Mining on your mobile in our platform

- **AFFILIATE**
  Invite your friend & Get Reward!

- **GAME PLATFORM**
  Earn Profit Through Game Platform
WHY CHOOSE QUANTUM COIN

QUANTUM PAY
Quantum Pay is a financial marketplace where any Decentralized Application (dApp) will be able to offer its services. Thus, dApps will be competing among them to become your supplier, not the other way around as with banks. In order to accomplish this goal, we are building a wallet that will be capable to store most popular crypto-currencies and any ERC-20 token.

QUANTUM ADS
Quantum Pay is the best platform that fuses Crypto currency with an advertise, be active and get rewarded concept. Cryptocurrencies and digital investment markets are relatively small, compared to traditional financial markets. This makes it fairly difficult for bigger investors to participate actively in these markets.
WHY CHOOSE QUANTUM COIN

QUANTUM TRADE

Quantum TRADE now offers all traders the opportunity to trade a wide range of the top ranked digital coins 24/7. Today cryptocurrencies have become known to most people as a conventional and popular investment option. The main purpose of this new technology is to allow people to buy, trade, and invest without the need for banks or any other financial institution. Cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and can be profitable to any trader’s portfolio.

QUANTUM MERCHANT

Quantum MERCHANT is a faster and cheaper monetary exchange for merchants providing any service or goods. Whether online, or in a physical location using Quantum MERCHANT has significant benefits compared to credit card services and other methods of payment. The plus side to using Quantum MERCHANT is that the fees are extremely lower than traditional payment mechanisms, and payments settle instantly.
WHY CHOOSE QUANTUM COIN

QUANTUM BOT

Quantum BOT is an automated 24/7 crypto trader bot that trades for you, so you can focus on the important things in life. Trading crypto currencies has never been easier. Cryptocurrency has taken the online world by storm and for good reason. In addition, this encourages skepticism among traditional fund managers.
QUANTUM COINS ANDROID APP

Easily download and buy Quantum Coins and safe your future currency.
Quantum coins support all devices Tablets. Use anywhere your Quantum Coins wallets.
DESKTOP PROJECT

Show and explain your web, app or software projects using these gadget templates.
www. quantumcoins.io
info@quantumcoins.io
THANKS!

Any questions?
You can find us at info@quantumcoins.io